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I 

(Two illustrations: nos. 9-Io) 

INTRODUCTION (by Lieut. Cdr. Thomas) 

N his address to the Club on the R.A.F. Mountaineering Association's 
1965 expedition to Dhaulagiri IV, Squadron Leader Sims traced the 
logical connection between alpinism and aircraft. No such link 

exists in the case of a Service that operates, by definition, at sea-level or 
below and it would be idle to pretend that greater merit attaches to an 
ascent which starts from datum. However, there is a wealth of precedent, 
in addition to the Ark, the first Naval mountaineer of note appearing to 
be Captain Undrell who ascended Mont Blanc as long ago as 1819. 

The idea for the present expedition originated from Lieut. Cdr. (now 
Commander) Angus Erskine, with whose plan to traverse the c;i-devant 
Rasmussen Land from Kangerdlugsuak to Scores by Sound I was faintly 
associated. When this sadly came to nothing and he was appointed to 
sea he left with me the thought that something less ambitious might be 
accomplished in the Angmagssalik area further to the south-west. This 
region was appropriate to the time and financial scales we could expect 
to achieve and had been firmly replaced on the mountaineering map by 
the 1963 Swiss and Scottish expeditions, twenty-five years after Andre 
Roch had first demonstrated its potential. 

The main aims of the expedition were first stated to be as follows: 

(a) exploratory mountaineering and in particular the first ascent of the 
Pointe de Harpon 2900 m. and 

(b) a geological survey. 

There were also some para-military objectives and it was hoped to make a 
16 mm. film for Service publicity. However, when it became known that 
both Imperial College and Swiss expeditions were to visit the same area 
(I was not aware of the Japanese plans until much later) it was necessary 
to agree some demarcation. I opted for Sch"'reizerland, west of Femst
jernen, as being totally unvisited while the other parties agreed to con
centrate east of the glacier de France/Paris glacier axis. This decision 
meant abandoning Pointe de Harpon and aim (a) above was amended 
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accordingly. The map, Fig. I, shows the general area together with the 
post-war 'spheres of influence'. 

The history of the region is now fairly well-known and documented, 
as is the problem of access in summer thaw conditions. This last was of 
particular significance for us because all the coastal plums had been 
picked and to break new ground it would be necessary to establish a base 
some forty miles inland. For various reasons I was able to consider only 
two alternatives and chose spring sledging rather than an air-drop on the 
grounds that the former involved little or no risk of losing a significant 
quantity of stores. As will be seen, subsequent events served both to 
confirm this view and to demonstrate its limitations. 

Planning was carried out under the sponsorship of the R.N. Moun
taineering Club and the Expedition was honoured by the patronage 
of Sir Vivian Fuchs, Admiral Sir Varyll Begg and Commander C. J. W. 
Simpson. Finance came partly from non-public funds, to which 
acknowledgements appear in the proper place, and partly from members 
who each contributed two months basic pay. 

Personnel selection presented the normal Service difficulties. Many 
potential members could not be spared from their duties and, despite 
training periods in the Cairngorms at New Year and in Wales at Whitsun, 
some members were unknown to each other even up to the moment of 
departure. The final selection, of which all but two had had alpine or 
\vider experience, was as follows: 

Spring: Lieut. Cdr. M. B. Thomas 
Major M. E. B. Banks, R.M. 

Summer: Lieut. Cdr. Thomas Leader 
Lieut. Cdr. C. M. Stocken Deputy Leader 
Dr. R. H. Wallis, Cambridge University Geologist 
Dr. N. Dilly, U.C.H. Medical Officer 
Lieut. G. D. B. Keelan, R.M. 
Flying Officer R. Dearman, R.A.F. 
znd Lieut. C. H. Agnew, R.H.F. 
Aircraft Artificer P. J. Garden 
Communications Yeoman M. E. Collins 
Control Artificer T. W. Kirkpatrick 
Leading Radio Operator J. R. Corner 
Marine R. E. Twigg 

When I foolishly broke a foot four weeks before departure Stocken took 
over as Leader, Wallis, who was the only member with prior Arctic 
experience, as Deputy and the vacancy was filled by Leading Electrical 
Mechanic K. Rowe. 

As many readers will know, Garden and. Stocken died on the expedi
tion. The circumstances of both accidents will be recounted by Wallis 
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in his portion of this article. Suffice it here to say, of Garden, that he 
died whilst characteristically thinking of someone else and, of Stocken, 
that the considerable accomplishments of the expedition are memorials 
to his tremendous drive and enthusiasm and to his great leadership 
under the most trying conditions. 

SPRING JOURNEY (by Lieut. Cdr. Thomas) 

After a twenty-four hour postponement, Mike Banks and I took off 
from Reykjavik on April3 in heavy overcast. Something over 16oo kg. 
of stores had come near the DC 3's limit and had necessitated abandoning 
the air hostess, which constituted the first hazard of Polar travel. An 
hour later we crossed the ice-edge in brilliant sunshine with Mike filming 
hectically through the open cockpit window while I crouched in attend
ance festooned with cameras. Photography, then and later, threatened 
to get out of hand but Mike's results were, as usual, superb. 

We received the warmest of welcomes from Paul Carlssen, Manager 
of Kulusuk airport and veteran of the East Coast, for whose hospitality 
and help, to us and to the summer party, no praise can be too high. We 
had been advised that the best dogs were to be hired in Kungmiut and 
were in luck to find that the doctor's boat, the Signe Vest, was due the 
following morning and, with Angmagssalik frozen up, that she was based 
on Kungmiut. In consequence, it turned out, the next leg of our journey 
was free of charge. We spent a busy evening sorting, re-packing, and, 
already, discarding gear. 

Next morning six local teams relayed us out to the Angmagssalik fjord 
ice-edge four miles away and by 5 p.m. we had crunched up to Kungmiut 
through two inches of new ice. There too we met typically generous 
hospitality and assistance from the two Danish schoolmasters, J ohann 
Plesner and Erik Meyer, and their charming wives. That night matters 
were discussed over a bottle of Haig and it emerged that there would be 
about ten drivers willing to undertake the journey. This was confirmed 
next morning at a plenary session of delegates, and most of their relations, 
at which we also accepted local advice to travel via Knud Rasmussens 
glacier 

Having settled how and who, Mike and I spent the rest of the day 
tackling what. Some fairly drastic reductions were needed to relate 
payload to available transport and both spare clothing and luxury food 
had to be left for the summer party to cope with as best they could. Our 
strange activities met unflagging interest from the forty or so children of 
the village; a cheerful and willing bunch of helpers and hinderers most 
of whom had not previously come across the' tuluit '. It is of interest that 
this word for 'Englishmen' (sing. 'tulutut ') is stated by Helge Ingstad 
in Land Under the Pole Star to have oaffied philologists, being 'in 
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another category altogether from other \vords denoting a foreign race'. 
He gives the singular as 'tuluk' but is writing of West Coast Green
landers. We were positively, and credibly, informed that it derived 
phonetically from 'How d'you do'. 

Our aim was to travel up Rasmussens glacier to its junction with 
I 6 September glacier and there to place an Intermediate Depot including 
a Nansen sledge and eight man-harnesses. Continuing by the known 
route up the Haabets glacier to Conniatsbjoerg, we hoped to place the 
Main Depot at the southern end of Femstjernen. As will be seen, the 
possibility of a more direct approach to Schweizerland across the Mid
gaard or Franche-Comte glaciers was kept in mind. It \vould be as \vell 
to mention here that this plan was largely based on aerial photographs 
obtained from the Danish Geodetic Survey and taken t\venty-five years 
previously. The considerable recession of the Midgaard glacier since 
that time was kno\vn to us but \Ve had not appreciated the far-reaching 
effects of its increased gradient nor were we aware of the significant 
general lo\vering of glacier levels by surface ablation. It was only on 
arrival at Kulusuk that we learnt of the I965 Japanese attempt on 
Mount Forel. As the first party north of Conniatsbjoerg since Roch's 
in 1938, theirs was the only valid experience of the terrain. Had it been 
available to us it would not have led to any major modification of plan 
but several mistakes might have been avoided. 

We left at I0.30 on the 6th in muggy (- 2°C. ), overcast weather after 
some two hours' \vrangling, loading, unloading, repairing, re-loading, 
etc. The caravan consisted of twelve sledges instead of the ten engaged, 
one being a sub-contract and another just passing through. We covered 
48 km. to Sermiligaq via Ilivinga and Qianarteq Island, the sea-ice being 
always bad in the more direct Ikateq inlet. The descent of an iced gully 
on the east side of Qianarteq provided some excitement and the quantity 
of snow on Sermiligaq fjord some, needless, concern. We spent the night 
at the home of one of our drivers, a plausible rogue named Carl Mikike, 
later to contest his payment. It \-Vas an interesting experience although 
the effort of exuding bonhomie to all and sundry for four hours without 
a break was considerable. 

From Sermiligaq we went on up the fjord as far as Ilivtiartik and then 
crossed eastwards into Kangertivartikajik, steep-sided and unpromising. 
However, at its upper right corner a break in the wall gave a route by 
steep snow slopes and an icy gully to the un-named glacier above. Thus, 
on the evening of the 7th, after a strenuous afternoon pushing and hauling, 
\-Ve were firmly established on land with one major worry behind us. 
Next day \ve crossed the col east of Pt. Io67, descended with great 
rapidity to Rasmussens glacier and followed its easy gradient without 
difficulty to the I 6 September junction. That evening we established the 
Intermediate Depot at the foot of a rock-ridge on the corner. This 
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choice did not endear us to the summer party who found it surrounded 
by a maze of crevasses, in marked contrast to the old Swiss site across the 
way, of the existence of which \Ve were unaware. 

April 9 was brilliant, cold and windless and we made steady progress 
up the broad avenue of the Haabets glacier through some of the finest 
mountain scenery either of us had ever seen. That evening, just short of 
Conniatsbjoerg, we discussed the next move. The aerial photographs 
indicated a very steep and heavily crevassed descent northwards from the 
col and, having seen something of the difficulties of controlling heavily 
laden sledges on such ground together with the Greenlanders' lack of 
appreciation of the dangers of crevasses when these \vere not actually 
open and obvious, we were not happy. A more attractive alternative 
appeared to be to descend west from the col, skirt round Larrondesbjoerg, 
cross the Midgaard glacier and place the depot at the east end of Charcots 
Fjaeld within five miles of the climbing area. This route seemed quite 
straightforward \Vith gentle gradients, its only drawback being the loss 
of 8oo m. of height. In fact, it would probably have been impossible to 
cross the Midgaard and, had we done so, its chaotic summer surface 
would have hazarded the entire expedition. 

Next morning discovered semi-whiteout conditions with light snovv
fall. As we descended westwards \Ve were surprised by the steepness of the 
ground but it soon became obvious that more serious difficulties lay 
ahead. The corner where we should have turned north-west towards 
the Midgaard subtended a complex series of very large crevasses and we 
spent the next four hours on foot in negligible visibility making very 
little progress and crossing at least one highly dubious bridge. The 
Greenlanders' morale was seriously shaken and, with worsening weather 
clearly in store, we decided that this was not for us and camped with the 
uneasy feeling that it would be well not to tread too heavily. 

On the 11th we placed the depot in a rock-chimney at the south-east 
corner of Conniatsbjoerg and groped our way down the Haabets glacier 
with occasional glimpses of rock through the brisk snowfall. Our inward 
tracks had disappeared and the taciturn Albert Mikike did a good job in 
the lead despite my occasional advice. We camped in a rising north
easterly wind. This lasted all the next day and night during which about 
twelve inches of snow fell and we remained tent-bound. We were using 
Edgington's 4-man pyramid tents with nylon inners which proved 
excellent, and since the drivers preferred their own company, Mike and 
I existed in some luxury. 

On the 13th we were able to make very slow progress through new snow 
to a little beyond the Intermediate Depot. Visibility remained mostly 
poor and a nasty moment occurred when we sensed that the entire party 
was descending into a pronounced hollow; this was probably safe enough 

• 
but we were beginning to get a bit hypersensitive. We also had leisure 
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during our caterpillar-like progress to reflect on the consequences had 
the sno\vfall occurred a "~eek earlier. April 14 was once again a brilliant 
day and we began to make better speed as we descended Rasmussens 
glacier. The boys had a plan to follo\v this to its snout and then to gain 
the sea-ice, thus avoiding the re-ascent to the col of our approach march. 
Mike and I expressed scepticism but were unable to influence events and 
a perfect evening found us camped above 300ft. ice-cliffs beyond which 
a large, thinly-iced lake barred all access to the fjord-side. 

Next day we achieved a record by getting a\vay at 6. I 5 a.m., only two 
hours after turning out, and retraced our steps to rejoin our old route. 
All \vent \veil \vith an exhilarating descent to the fjord and a mad dash 
on the no\v bare sea-ice to Sermiligaq. Another great run on the I 6th 
saw us back at Kungmiut by mid-day after an eleven-day journey, and 
the first phase of the expedition \vas completed. 

Notes on Spring Sledging 

I. It is not possible to arrange sledges positively in advance. Local 
advice was that they would be available and that the best teams were at 
Kungmiut. The Swiss expedition which drove its own teams in the sum
mer hired them from Angmagssalik. 

2. Payloads are low, around 200-250 lb. per sledge. The Greenlander 
expects to ride whenever possible and, unable to break a racket, we 
perforce joined it. 

3· Costs are fixed by the Danish authorities at D.Kr. 32. IS per sledge/ 
day plus D.Kr. o.64 per km. with a surcharge on land. The dispute about 
payment on return to Kungmiut was partly alcoholic, involved only a small 
minority and had no official support. 

4· We provided tentage, stoves, fuel and cooking pots (returned in an 
indescribable condition); everything else they found for themselves. 

5. Sledge runners are narrower than the normal N ansen. In the good, 
inward, conditions vvith all-up weights of the order of 6oo-7oo lb. we 
made about 2~- m.p.h. on gently rising gradients. After the snowfall, with 
virtually empty sledges t m.p.h. downhill was good going. Teams varied 
from nine to twelve dogs. 

6. The Greenlanders regarded us, initially, as more or less mad but 
amiable pieces of baggage. Later they realised that we had some degree of 
competence and even entrusted us with a very limited amount of driving. 

7. We found them to be willing, cheerful, mostly quite intelligent in 
the use of maps and aerial photographs and in some cases, notably Mikike, 
Albert not Carl, good route-finders and able to 'read' a glacier. At the 
same time, and no discredit to them, they had very little comprehension 
of the dangers of crevasses and were potentially lethal on a rope. On 
sea-ice, so far as we could tell, they were infallible in their own area. 

(The conclusion of this article, describing the main expedition, will appear 
in our next number.) 

• 
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